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CLEARANCE: TS/SCI with full scope polygraph 

   

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

HP Application Systems Implementation Engineer, Major Data Company   2012-Present 

Configures, installs and manages HP OpenView Network Node Manager (NNM) (Versions: 7.1 and 7.5) and NNMi 

version 9.1 within an Application and Hosting environment. Manages customer expectations to during deployment 

of HP Network Automation migration from versions 7.6 to 9.1. Deployed HP Operations Manager i (Integration) 

within a BSM Architecture while standing up Three-Tiered Architecture (Web, Application, and Database). 

Configures kernel parameters and Oracle environment for the installation of the Oracle 11g Database. Manages 

customer expectations and deliverables for Web, Application and Data Tiers on Solaris 10 platform utilizing 64-bit 

architecture within production enclave. Built and deployed postgresql database and Oracle Database 11g Server 

including current security patches. Identified hardware and software requirements needed to stand up the following: 

Application, Data, and Web Tier environments. Modified ipfilters for Solaris 10g and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (v. 

6.0) firewall utilizing iptables and ipfilters for data flows for full integration of HP OpenView. Installed and 

configured server certificates during PKI implementation in order to provide secure access using user certificates 

while leveraging SSL over VPN solution via customer campus network. Created appropriate security groups and 

users as required for application, database and web tier in order to apply Roles Based Access Group (RBAC) 

permission. Modified system kernel configuration parameters in order to improve system and database server 

performance. Administered and managed mandatory MIB Tree Structure for all servers in order to streamline server 

administration, installation and configuration. Modified and applied appropriate security group and user permission's 

as required for application, database and web tier in order to streamline the installation and configuration process. 

Deployed primary and secondary servers on the application and web tiers in order achieve and meet customer 

requirements for High Availability (HA) standards mandated by customer requirements. Managed efforts with Tier 

3 group to leverage HP OpenView in capturing interface utilization on infrastructure network devices for packet 

analysis. Installed Oracle 10g and 11g on Solaris 10, created table spaces, database user accounts and assigned 

permissions. 

  

Security Operations Center (SOC)/IDS/IPS Analyst, Major Data Center     2005-2012 

 Monitors and evaluates suspicious activity, unauthorized attempts and attacks at boundary points and within 

customer network. Monitors host based signatures captured within IDS.  Identifies new signatures based upon threat 

levels from constant security monitoring of McAfee security website and recommends appropriate handling 

procedures including security tuning. Creates Daily Activity Reports (DAR) to capture activities during shift such as 

IAV Alerts and Notifications, detects signatures that may warrant further analysis and in-depth investigation 

utilizing EnCase. Applies Protection Levels to classified systems based upon need to know and level of access. 

Utilizes BigFix to search for hosts within customer network via IP address or hostname. Utilized e-Policy 

Orchestrator to create and configure tasks for a group of hosts or individual hosts to automate the installation or 

update of DAT files. Created rule sets to aid in traffic and content filtering. Deployed boundaries within customer 

network to isolate one-way traffic destination. Perform in-depth analysis on possible Personal Identifiable 

Information (PII) while stepping through the remediation process. Escalates PII incidents to appropriate office for 

further counseling and remediation steps such as a request to exmerged a users' mailbox. 

  

System Administrator,  Major Telecomm        1995-2005 

Leads staff of five Senior and Junior Systems/Network Administrators. Configures and administers interfaces on 

ASA 5510, PIX Firewall and Check Point 500 Appliance by assigning each interface with a security level 

respectively. Utilizing Microsoft's Group Policy Editor and SMS, I have deployed security patches and updates that 

were manufactured recommended and to assist in the deterrence of security vulnerabilities for .NET applications. 

Identified network security risks and provided recommendations for mitigation via CIO. Installed and deployed 
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Syslog server to review IP traffic information gathered by strategically placed sensors on the network. Configuration 

Management Administrator of HP Network Automation (HPNA) where maintaining User Roles & Permissions for 

groups accessing their appropriate network devices. Responsibilities also include building status, security and 

compliance reports for review based upon device groups in order to assess level of risk identified by Policy Rule. 

Reviews registered events within HPNA to determine policy compliance. Downloaded boundary security logs for 

further analysis via Wireshark. Deployed and installed client workstation agent for McAfee Antivirus server in order 

to minimize virus attacks on the network. Configured DHCP and managed the WINS within the core network. 

Utilized configuration files to deploy Cisco routers and Layer 3 switches on the network. Created VLANs to 

facilitate packet delivery of data destined for a specific host. Created ACL's on routers, core switches, Check Point 

Appliance and PIX Firewalls using CLI commands at device prompt for route determination. Configuration PIX 

firewall to include ICA (Citrix) plug-in client so that users could access multiple applications via remote 

connectivity to Citrix servers. Configured NAT for Proxy server deployment and PAT for Web application access 

within the unsecured (or DMZ) network. Configured PIX and Check Point Appliances to deploy web content 

filtering for the following: Denial-of-service, Trojans, worms, and spyware. Configured the following types of Cisco 

Catalysts switches: 4006, 6009, 6506, 3524XL, and 3548 XL. Configured the following Cisco routers: 7009, 7206, 

1721, 1751, 1751v, and 1900; Check Point Appliances: 500 and 570. Migrated and deployed Cisco VoIP with ISDN 

environment using Cisco Call Manager 4.1. Installed Windows 2000/2003 server build and UNIX server builds 

using SmartStart and JumpStart installation/boot disc. 

  

 

Extensive working knowledge of HP Network Automation (v. 7.6) 

Extensive working knowledge of HP Network Node Manager (v. 7.5 & 9.1) 

Extensive working knowledge of HP Service Manager (v. 9.2) 

Extensive working knowledge of ISS SiteProtector (Ver 2.9) 

Very Extensive working knowledge of HP SiteScope 11.20 

Very Extensive working knowledge of HP Business Service Management (9.20)  

Extensive working knowledge EnCase (Ver 6.1x) 

Extensive working knowledge of Nessus Vulnerability Scanner (Ver 4.2.1) 

Extensive working knowledge of Wireshark (Ver 1.4) 

Extensive working knowledge of the management and configuration of Cisco routing and switching devices 

Working knowledge in the configuration of LAN/WAN devices for client remote access including but not limited 

to (VPN over SSL , RADIUS, TACACS, Telnet, SSH, WebVPN) 

Extensive experience operating, administering and managing NetApps Network Storage Solution (NAS) within 

network infrastructure 

Extensive working knowledge of HP Toolsets (Service Manager/Change Management/Configuration 

Management/Site Scope/OpenView/Operations Manager/Network Automation)  

Extensive working knowledge within Application and Hosting Environment 

Has extensive working knowledge and direct involvement in the network design and implementation 

Has extensive knowledge of the configuration and management of ASA and PIX Devices 

Extensive working knowledge of Cisco Adaptive Security Device Manager (ASDM) 

Working knowledge of Intrusion Detection and Intrusion Prevention 

Working knowledge of Solaris 10 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (5.7/6.1) and Windows Operating System 

Platforms 

Working knowledge of McAfee's e-Policy orchestrator and web content filtering 

Extensive working knowledge of the management and administration of Windows Active Directory objects 

  

EDUCATION  

  

* Bachelors of Science in Electrical Engineering (B.S.E.E.), University of Michigan 

* Associates of Applied Science (A.A.S.) in Enterprise Networking Management, University of Michigan 


